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About This Game
Twinfold delves into the duplicity of duplication. A roguelike about merging golden babies and squashing angry faces.
Manipulate a labyrinthine tableau with the swipe of a finger. Merge and munch on golden babies to level up and gain gamechanging abilities.
- Thought-bending strategic gameplay
- Procedurally generated micro-puzzles
- Infinite replayability
- Over 40 unique skills
- 7 enemy types
- 6 well-thought-out bullet points
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Title: Twinfold
Genre: Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Kenny Sun
Publisher:
Kenny Sun
Release Date: 5 Dec, 2018
7ad7b8b382
Minimum:
Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system
OS: Windows XP
Processor: 1 GHz
Memory: 1024 MB RAM
Graphics: 256MB
DirectX: Version 9.0c
Storage: 100 MB available space
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android. twinfold ios review. twinfold ios. twin fold a bed. twin fold cotton. twin fold cat 2.1. twinfold toucharcade. tilley
twinfold. twinfold enemies. twinfold tips. twin fold mattress. fabral twin fold. twin fold up bed. twinfold review. twin fold out
bed. twin fold out chair futon. daytek twin fold. twin fold down clothesline. twin fold up mattress. twinfold game review.
twinfold download. twin fold out couch. traveler twinfold. twinfold app store
This game is absolutely amazing. It's the sort of game where you see the high scores at first and think, "how did people ever get
there?" and then with each session you notice your score getting more and more digits. Easy to pick up, challenging to master,
cute and funny and deceptively deep, complete with that Into the Breach thing of constantly learning how different mechanics
interact. More people desperately need to play this game.
NOTE: My playtime here is relatively short because I also play on my phone and tablet - taken together, my actual playtime
would be several times what you see on the stats here.. Twinfold is fantastic. The flat design artstyle is very pretty, and there's a
surprising amount of strategy in how you use ablilities. However, I don't see any reason to play the PC version over the mobile
version, so maybe get the mobile version instead?. Twinfold is fantastic. The flat design artstyle is very pretty, and there's a
surprising amount of strategy in how you use ablilities. However, I don't see any reason to play the PC version over the mobile
version, so maybe get the mobile version instead?. This game is absolutely amazing. It's the sort of game where you see the high
scores at first and think, "how did people ever get there?" and then with each session you notice your score getting more and
more digits. Easy to pick up, challenging to master, cute and funny and deceptively deep, complete with that Into the Breach
thing of constantly learning how different mechanics interact. More people desperately need to play this game.
NOTE: My playtime here is relatively short because I also play on my phone and tablet - taken together, my actual playtime
would be several times what you see on the stats here.
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